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preface
Until man gives all back to God and truly lives what he professes to
believe, indeed what is ultimately true, that God is Omnipotent,
All-mighty, he will continue to live in fear of material power.
Through the spiritual path, man is beginning to realize there is only
One Power, and it does not exist in the realm of eﬀect, in the realm
of appearance, in this world. And so as we pursue our religious ways,
the natural man in us, through a process of self-surrender, begins to
diminish and God begins to come into being in our awareness. Once
that process is begun, out of the ashes of dissolution of personal sense
and the belief of power in the realm of eﬀect can then come forth
the new world order, the beginning of a New Day for Man, the Day
of Awakening. “And in that time, they shall beat their swords into
plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks: nation shall not lift
up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war anymore.”1
That day is come and although those words of Isaiah were from
700 bc, only now are we beginning en masse to go deeper into those
realms of mystical consciousness that contain and reveal the true
nature of God, Man, and Individual Being. How slow the “mills of
God grind, yet they grind exceeding ﬁne.”2 Timeless in eternity is
man’s evolution in awareness of the divine activity of Everpresence.
In our discoveries and Self-pursuit, we are ﬁnding that the more
we come to know the truth of ourselves, the clearer the nature of
this world becomes. Once this point is arrived at, we begin to regain
the dominion that is truly ours, an “open door that no man can
shut,”3 and reclaim our spiritual Sonship promised to us in the beginning. We realize and discover for ourselves the only solution to
the world’s problems exists in awakening and realization, the development of spiritual consciousness, understanding, and awareness.
x

“Spiritual power” is not a power “over” anything, for in that
realm, in that dimension, there is nothing over which Spirit might
or need be a power. It is merely the “power” of awakening over all
dream state and condition, the “power” of light over darkness.
But we do need to wake up to the environment in which we now
ﬁnd ourselves before rude awakening does it for us, for it is a time
of extremity and a time when possibilities of global, ideological
conﬂict threaten the earth. Yet it is also a time of emerging Peace,
a time when man is realizing his oneness with God, heaven on
earth, Thy kingdom come, awakening to the truth of his omnipresence. The tides of spiraling downward direction in world aﬀairs
are beginning to turn as more and more begin to realize the necessity of making a contribution towards world peace through the
transformation of individual consciousness. Man is waking up to
his responsibilities, the challenge and opportunity to maintain himself according to the high-calling standards of spiritual precept.
It is time to awaken out of the dream and illusion of the belief
in two powers and the existence of a selfhood apart from God. It is
time for man to return to the Father’s house, time to rediscover the
true nature of his being and his oneness with God. Then, and then
alone, will the solutions the world so badly needs be forthcoming.
The watchman in us all may be fully conversant with and observant of activity outside himself, even capable of thwarting and overcoming it materially, but is he aware of the potential for danger and
disruption that exists within himself on the mental level through
indulgence in sense, buying into the dream, and the loss and surrender of self-dominion? Does he know how vulnerable he is within
his own borders, his own boundaries, his own perimeter, through
lethargy, complacency, and the lack of understanding and awareness of the true nature of Individual Being and of God? Can the
walls of his temple be brought down without even a cannon ﬁring?
Through the return to Self-awareness, we must be alert to
mental inﬂuences and gain an understanding of the true source and
impersonal nature of evil, the evil that has forever assailed and
found expression through man, if we are to play our part in and
x
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make a contribution towards the upliftment, resurrection, and
salvation of the world, the re-establishment of the harmony, peace,
and perfection of the spiritual creation, for nothing less than the
inﬂuence of God-consciousness can show the world a better way.
There must be those among us, unfooled by good or evil
appearances, who recognize the Call to know the truth of One
Power, that the government is on His, God’s, shoulders; those who
understand the need and who are willing to do suﬀicient work
within themselves to “prepare ye to meet thy God,”4 to “make
straight the paths of the Lord,”5 to “leave all for My sake,”6 and
ultimately raise up and resurrect the Son of God in Man; those who
realize the omnipresence of God’s omnipotent Life, Love, and Grace,
forever constituting, enfolding, and embracing Individual Being
universally; those who know it is time for the Day of Awakening.
Nations, empires, have fallen through the slow permeation of
corruption: the corruption of laws, standards, and ideals; motive,
mind, and intent; the corruption of power and people into the
slavery of greed, lust, sensuality. And in this age of instant communication and computer technology, as nations respond and react to
the decoys of appearance, individuals of all ages, backgrounds,
religions, nations, colors, creeds are more open and exposed than
ever to the inﬂuences of those who have much to gain from the
undermining and enslavement of the mind of man. Technology has
opened the door to data, reference, and wisdom, and is a perfect
form and medium of education and communication, but it has also
opened the door to other aspects of detrimental human belief.
When man is deeply asleep enough not to notice the thief in the
night come in, that is when we must be most on guard. And that
time is Now. Man in general is lost to the dream and incapable of
waking himself. And so we, as students of awakening and universal spiritual wisdom, must fulﬁll the righteousness of knowing for
our world, the earth that groaneth and travaileth for the coming of
the Children of God and the state of awakening that they bring.
We must see through the good as well as the erroneous appearances and suggestions that present themselves to us. We cannot
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bury our heads in the sand, disowning or ignoring the situation,
and say it isn’t happening, but we must let the appearance wake us
up to the ever presence of the One Divine Activity, that which truly
IS the ONLY “happening.” We cannot walk past on the other side.
We have to be as vigilant as those whose task it is to be that. We
have to play our part in healing and upholding our world.
First and foremost, we must do our utmost to awaken ourselves;
then let the Light of our knowing ﬂow out to and embrace our
entire world, saint and sinner, unconditionally. Despite all evidence
to the contrary, we must realize God’s Love omnipresent, uniting
and enfolding all men in righteousness, oneness, and brotherly love,
a spiritual union beyond division, the reality and truth of Man. To
this end are we born. For this very hour are we come to this place.
This is the New Crusade, the crusade of the twenty-ﬁrst century, the
action of non-action, bringing freedom and justice, equality and
hope to all men —“not by might, nor by power, but by My Spirit.”7
It is a New Age, an Age of Enlightenment, not Darkness; an age
of spiritual awakening, not material power; an age of the return of
unity and the dissolution of division; an age of sharing, not acquisition; compassion, not complacency. How far from the goal we
have fallen. And so, there is much work to be done within and on
ourselves, for how blind we have become to the reality of us all.
In order to be instrumental in this process, we must rally to the
call worldwide and respond with determined, renewed righteousness and recognition to bring peace and stability, security and a
sense of purpose to the lives of all men everywhere. We must know
the true nature of God, the nature of Individual Being, the nature
of “error,” and in order for it to be as it IS—the kingdom of God on
earth—the true nature of “Prayer,” fully understanding the nature
of this world of appearances, lest we pray to the non-existent god
of false concept to change a non-existent world of material belief;
like praying to the light to heal the darkness it knows nothing of.
Awakening surely IS a Journey; it also has its Day, its time, and
so, in the writings of this book —a book that challenges our misconceptions and invites our self-inquiry, speaking of the necessary
x
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preparation for the day of the coming of the Lord, the Day of
Awakening—it is hoped you will ﬁnd pointers in the direction of
resolution of some of these issues and a sense of recognition dawning in your awareness that the truths revealed are the truth of your
own being, inﬁnitely individual, autonomous, and utterly unique
in the eyes of God as we all are, each one having a purpose in being,
a value, a place, a worth, the “remnant” set aside for him alone.
For all that is written, the total text of mysticism will never be
fully documented in a deﬁnitive way, for though it remains changeless, it is eternally evolving according to man’s vision, bringing all
men ultimately to the place of realization, understanding, and
awakening. And so it is for us, through silence and stillness, to bring
ourselves into the Light and awareness of God’s Presence, that we
might be used as instruments through which the Peace, the Power,
and the Presence of God can ﬂow out into Its creation, to “will and
to do unto Its Good Pleasure.”8 There is no greater purpose or peace
for man to attain than this, to be willing to “leave all for My sake” and
be used as an avenue of Light unto a world in need of awakening.
God is omnipresent, the totality of being, ﬁlling all space, pervading all existence, the underlying substance of all form, the reality and truth of all identity. There is no life but God. I is God,
completeness, Here, Now. If it lives, it is God living. If it is, it is God
being, God appearing; God, the One Life, witnessed and beheld in
inﬁnite form and variety, universally, but always only ever God.
And so, not judging by appearances, we must “henceforth know
no man after the ﬂesh, but after the righteousness of Spirit,”9 each
living the highest, purest principles of Universal Faith, following its
precepts unto our own enlightenment and awakening; for whatever
name we give to it, in whatever part of the world we ﬁnd ourselves,
whatever our denomination or creed, it is still only ever that one
Universal Presence, the one true God in us all. And this book, challenging the false concepts or conditioned thinking we entertain
about the Truth, and dealing with the true nature of Man and the
universe of Spiritual Creation, eternal verity and present need, is intended to be a contributory factor in that worldwide Call to Awaken.
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